Section 5
Measuring the
Experience

INTRODUCTION
Measuring the Experience is about getting a quantitative measurement of the
customer experience. It will often follow customer experience mapping and/or
mapping the system, and allows you to measure customer satisfaction and
understand numbers and costs associated with a process, system or experience.

This section
describes the third
mapping approach and
sets out steps and tools
to help.
Core tools are
included in this
guide but there
are more in the
online toolbox.

In this section we describe how to apply measurement to a customer experience using deep
customer understanding, moving through to taking action and evaluating results. In doing this
we’ve assumed you have already mapped either the experience or the system, and so have not
repeated here all the tools in those earlier sections of the guide. If you haven’t carried out this
earlier mapping, refer back to the earlier sections as referenced in the text.
Five steps are covered in the pages that follow:

Measuring
the Experience

Set up – the
mapping
context

Gathering
information

Constructing
the map

Taking
action

Evaluating
results

Measuring the experience is important because it:





Enables you to understand the key things that are most important in
shaping the customer experience and driving customer satisfaction. This
means you can focus time and resource on the things that matter most to
your customers
Helps you understand the role that external factors play in influencing the
customer experience so you know what you can and can’t control
Gets everyone involved in the customer experience aligned, focused and
motivated to deliver the service that will truly satisfy the customer.
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See also CIF’s guidance
– “Promoting Customer
Satisfaction”, which has
been used in producing
this section.
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KEY OUTPUT
This is the key tool
we’ll be using in this
section. You may
have already used a
Heart Monitor to map
an experience
qualitatively, but here
we are using it to
map output from
quantified customer
research.

The Heart Monitor tool graphically illustrates the highs and lows of your customer
journey, mapping the output of quantified customer research. It can correspond to steps
on either a customer experience map or a system map.
HEART MONITOR

Objectives,
scope & journey
type

Customer
segment

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

Measuring
the Experience

Great
+100

Customer
Satisfaction
Rating

When you are using the
heart monitor with
quantified data, the ratings
here will correspond to
those used in the
customer research that
you carry out.

-100
Poor

Levers for
solution hunting
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SET UP – CHECK THE CONTEXT
Assuming that you have already mapped the experience or system qualitatively, you should
have already defined objectives, scope and target customer segments. If so, you need here
simply to confirm that they still hold true for the quantitative research you are going to carry
out.
Checking the context:
• Are the objectives and scope of your project the same as before, or have there been changes?
• Is the journey the same one that you defined earlier? Did any changes come out of earlier mapping exercises
that you need to reflect here?
• Are you still considering the same customer groups? Do you need to split any out or merge any groups
together?
If there have been changes to objectives, scope, journey type or customer segment, you need to carefully rethink
the implications of these. If necessary, go back to the earlier set-up sections (page 23 for experience mapping and
page 57 for mapping the system) and work through these again.
Once you’ve confirmed the context,
you can go on to set up your map
or maps as before:

Objectives, scope
and journey type
What this mapping
needs to do.
Single, well-defined
journey with clear start
and end points.
Customer segment
The specific group
you’re mapping here,
with key defining
characteristics to
distinguish them from
other groups.

If you haven’t carried
out a qualitative mapping
exercise, you need to
establish the context
for you mapping.
Go back to pages 23-25
in Section 3 for guidance
on set up and the
mapping context.

HEART M ONITOR

Objectives,
scope & journey
type

Measuring
the Experience

Customer
segment

M oments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
Journey
St
Steps
eps

Great
+100

Customer
Satisfaction
Rating

-100
Poor

Levers for
solution hunting
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GATHERING INFORMATION
Gathering quantified information for customer mapping will usually be done with
the help of an agency, who can handle large numbers of people and carry out
statistical analysis.

If you have already
carried out qualitative
customer mapping, this
should help to guide the
planning and execution of
your quantitative research.
It will help define the
exact journey you map and
ensure you are asking the
right questions of the
right people.

The best starting point is your Insight team if you have one. If not, talk to a member of the
Customer Insight Forum, who will be able to advise on this (see page 9).
It’s also worth using the CIF publication – ‘Promoting Customer Satisfaction’,
which gives lots of general information about who to talk to and what to ask
when conducting customer research. See page 9 for details.
Remember to look also at what you already know about your customers, to
avoid duplicating existing work, wasting time and resource. Are you starting
from scratch, or are you well on the way with an existing study that can
provide you with some of the information required?

Make sure that any agency
is absolutely familiar with
the work done already, and
keep stakeholders and
customer-facing staff
involved so that they can
input to the new
research.

Sources of Existing Information:
 Administrative Data : can be a rich source of information for organisations. This can include
call volumes data e.g. waiting times, ‘hang-ups’ and answered calls, website statistics e.g.
number of people visiting website, pages viewed and return visits, applications data e.g.
benefit claims over a period of time
 Complaints Data : can be used to identify current areas for improvement as well as to inform
areas to be included in research to measure the experience
 Mystery shopping data : many organisations conduct mystery shopping in order to monitor
the services being provided to its customers. This can be a valuable source of information
and can inform areas to be covered in research to measure the experience
 Existing survey data : taking time to find out what survey data already exists is a valuable
process that often gets overlooked. Different research may be carried out by different teams,
so look widely

Measuring
the Experience

The online toolbox
contains more tools
about gathering
information
For local government
there is also useful
advice in the
Customer Insight
Protocol – see page
9 for details.
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BRIEFING AN AGENCY
You need to ensure that any external agency used for quantitative fieldwork is absolutely
clear about what information you need, why you need it, and how it will be used.
Talk to your insight and research professionals about agencies you might use (not all agencies will do this
kind of work) and how best to use them. You could use them just for the fieldwork, or could get them to
deliver a completed heart monitor. The tool here sets out key steps in the process of carrying out journey
mapping research and indicates which jobs are usually done in-house, which are generally done by an
agency and which can be done by either, depending on resource, budget etc.

If you have an
insight or research
function, use it as
a first point of
contact.
Your brief can go to the
people in that function and
they will then select and
brief an agency.
COI have experience in the
is area and might also be
able to help, and
CIF can advise and
support you.

RESEARCH PROCESS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

In House
Establish
research
need and
choose
approach

Select
and brief
agency
Specify
sample,
method,
cost

Draw up
into Heart
Monitor
or other
output
formats

Design
questionnaire

Conduct
fieldwork

Analyse
data
(statistical
modelling)

Identify
insights
and
actions

Measuring
the Experience

Produce
data
tables

Agency
Overleaf there’s a further tool you can use - a template, with headings and prompt questions, to help you to
brief an agency or internal research function.
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BRIEFING TEMPLATE
Gathering quantified information for customer mapping will usually be done with the help of an
agency, who can handle large numbers of people and carry out statistical analysis.

Research fieldwork (the
actual data-collection
part) can be done using
all the customer
closeness techniques
described in Section 3.
When briefing agencies,
encourage agencies to be
creative in the
approaches they use to
collect and feed back
information.

RESEARCH BRIEFING TEMPLATE

•

What you would need to tell someone who knew nothing about this in order for them to
understand what you’re talking about?

•

As laid down when you set out
your maps

•
•
•
•

What’s the overall challenge (as defined at the start of the project)?
Where do you believe the problems lie (based on your initial qualitative mapping)?
Why are you doing this research – what are the key triggers (policy change, customer
dissatisfaction, operational issues, cost issues etc)?
What are the specific issues you need to address?

Why is this
important?

•
•
•
•
•

What critical questions do you need the research to answer?
What exactly will you do with the results?
What benefits will result, to you and to the customer, if your project is successful?
How might the customer experience be improved?
Are there any mandatory requirements that you have to deliver on?

Practicalities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the journey steps and moments of truth as you currently understand them
What budget is available for this work?
When do you need the results?
Are there any immovable deadlines?
Are there any issues that might cause problems or delays?
In what format would you like the results to be delivered?

Subject
Objectives,
scope and
journey type

What issues
are you looking
to resolve?

Measuring
the Experience
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Customer
segment
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•

As laid down when you set out
your maps

CONSTRUCTING THE MAP: INTRODUCTION
When the research has been done and data is available, you can begin to complete
the heart monitor format. The core section is the middle part, where you need to plot
the scores recorded during the research.
HEART M ONITOR

Objectives,
scope & journey
type

Make the map as visual
as possible. It’s a
fantastic tool for
engaging people so use
outsize paper, colour,
quotes & photographs
to bring it all to life.

Customer
segment

M oments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
Journey
St
Steps
eps

Great
+100

You should have filled in
the top boxes of the map
in the set-up stage.
In this stage we’ll cover
how to fill in all the
remaining parts of the
map

Customer
Satisfaction
Rating

-100
Poor

Levers for
solution hunting

Measuring
the Experience
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A few simple principles for filling in the map:
 As with all journey mapping, remember that the starting point is the customer – it’s the customer’s
heart you’re monitoring. Forget the internal perspective – stand in the customer’s shoes
 The tool is at its best when you have quantified data for the journey steps, but where this isn’t
possible the heart monitor can be completed using qualitative information
 Write in everyday customer language and avoid internal terms or jargon. This approach may be
quantified but it can still be emotive.
 Be realistic in the steps you choose to map. In a detailed process with many steps, try to focus on
the important areas rather than getting lost in unnecessary detail
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT A HEART MONITOR
CONSTRUCTING YOUR HEART MONITOR: KEY STEPS
This page
shows the
steps you need
to go through
to complete a
heart monitor
like the example
opposite.

Step 1:
Confirm the
key journey
steps

The following
page gives hints
to help you in
this process.

Step 2:
Plot the highs
and lows of
the experience

Measuring
the Experience
Step 3:
Identify
moments of
truth

Step 4:
Identify levers
for solution
hunting
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Review the research you have done to ensure that the journey steps
that you set out to investigate still hold true. Do customers agree
with the start and end points you identified?
 Look at the chronological order - challenge to make sure you’ve got
the sequence right
 Ideally you want to map around 6-10 key journey steps. If you have
more than that choose the ones that are most important


Use the research results to plot the following information:
 For each key step, identify the priority service elements from a
customer perspective
 Record each element, using customer language
 From your research, plot the satisfaction level for each element
 Are there still gaps in your understanding? Consider further
research or analysis if so
Identify the pivotal points where customers are highly emotionally
engaged or challenged (see tool for helping do this on page 88)
 You’re looking for 3 or 4 occasions where customers may consider
quitting, coming back later or not at all
 Do you understand what’s happening at moments of truth?
Customer satisfaction scores at these points are crucial to
understanding how to transform your offer


For each step, identify the things that are driving satisfaction levels
 Confirm which of these are things that you can control, and assess
which offer opportunities to optimise the customer experience
 Consult the list of levers on page 49 to decide which you can use in
this process
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EXAMPLE: MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
This is based
on an actual
example of a
heart monitor
created by
the MoJ and
HMCS. It’s
been
shortened for
simplicity and
reworked
slightly into
the formats
used in this
guide

HEART MONITOR

Objectives,
scope & journey
type

Track the process experienced by jurors
to improve levels of service

Customer
segment

Jurors

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

Receive
summons
Receive letter
– looking
forward to it

Great
+100

In court
pre-trial

In court –
during trial

Locked
in

Slow
selection
process

Late start
most days

Delivery of
verdict

Post trial

Finishing
was a relief

Measuring
the Experience

Trial was
impersonal

Easy to
change date
by email

-100
Poor

Deliberation

Judge thanks
jury – much
appreciated

Judge was
‘professional’

Expenses
‘a hassle’

Customer
Satisfaction
Rating

Levers for
solution hunting

Jury
selection

Only small
amount of
evidence
useful

Comms: Manage Customer face:
Process:
Comms:
expectations
Explain delays Simplify expenses
Make jurors
Channel:
Environment:
system
aware of role
24 hour access Make the wait as
Look at timeplayed by all the
painless as
keeping
evidence
possible

No
preparation
for delivering
verdict

Victims
family start
to cry –
‘lowest
point’

Not sent
information
about
sentencing

Environment:
Customer face:
Comms:
Provide adequate Talk to jurors –
Ensure follow-up
facilities
stress the
letter goes out re
Comms:
importance of
sentencing
Brief on verdict what they’ve done
delivery
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TOOL: FURTHER ANALYSIS
KEY DRIVER ANALYSIS:
IDENTIFYING MOMENTS OF TRUTH TOOL
Your research study should provide you with a list of the factors that will result
in an improved customer experience, but it may be quite long. You need to
uncover the key drivers, those we call the moments of truth.
Key Driver Analysis uses statistical modeling to isolate these important factors.
You’ll need to get experts involved in this bit. The output can be presented in a
user-friendly format that can communicate the findings and the necessary
actions to all staff, whatever their prior knowledge or experience.

You can bring the moments of truth to life by exploring them further through
qualitative research. This can also examine the issues in more detail to get to
the route cause of the dissatisfaction. For example, customers may be
unhappy with the Call Centre response, but it may be the connection process
rather than the staff dialogue that is driving concern.
Verbatim comments from customers can also illustrate the findings in a more
powerful way than charts or numbers. They can get to the ‘heart of the matter’,
key for this kind of measurement.

Measuring
the Experience

DEFRA used a review of existing research to identify moments of
truth or ‘pain points’ for farmers.
The exercise provided a valuable gap analysis for customer
needs, which informed decisions on policy and service delivery.

88
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TAKING ACTION
You now need to use the all of the information you have pulled together.
The Heart Monitor tool is a
fantastic visual displays of
where you need to focus
attention.
Use it in presentations, but
also consider making a large
version available, putting it in a
visible location, e.g. by the
photocopier so that it acts as
a reminder for staff.
Keep it updated when new
results are available. Detail
actions in progress and areas
where improvements have been
seen.

To do this, you can use all the ‘Taking Action’ guidance in sections 3 and 4 of this guide – see
pages 45 to 52 for customer experience mapping and pages 74 to 76 for mapping the system.

CHECKLIST 3:
REDUCING THE
COST
TO GOVERNME
NT

CHECKLIST 4:
ACHIEVING
TRANSFORMATIO
N

Which costs
What are
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plan, try
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do right
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you can
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assumptions
whole
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capacity/s peed/grow
th?
removing
point in turn. W each step of decision
hat would the real
be? Could you
impact
handle this?

Be
challenging

Imagine

In

Know the
real cost

Identify the lever(s) that will have the biggest impact and specify where you will use them to improve the
customer experience. Think from the customer’s perspective and think in terms of joined-up services, not silos

identifying cost
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and indirect costs?we
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the time costs
reflect
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How
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you were starting
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this way?
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Does it meet customer
expectations and
deliver on their needs?
Are your services
joined up with those of
other departments?

Proposition

Communication

Value Provision

Do you have a strong
voice with your
customer ? Are you
communicating in the
most effective and
compelling way?

Are there areas
where we are over
delivering (or
duplicating) or underdelivering and failing
on our proposition?

Customer Face
Are our customer
facing colleagues
effectively briefed and
are they delivering to
required standards?

Examine
Customer
new options

Is your proposition
clear, engaging and
motivating?

Can customers easily
access your product /
service? Are they
made to feel
welcome?

Partnerships
Are we working with
the right partners in
the right way? Are
we all consistent in
our service delivery?

Process

Reputation

Is the process smooth
with easy transitions?
Are customers
satisfied with the
experience we
provide?

Do our customers
recognise who we are
and what we are
there for? Are we
distinct in what we
offer?

Experience
Mapping

How

can we encourage
people to use
more cost-effec
tive channels?
Where can
we switch from
paper
and communic
ations to electronic records
ones?

How

Take a
broad view

Is this an internal resource
management/optimisation
issue? Or is the need to
change driven by a
mismatch of customer
experience vs. expectation?
Aim to understand the root
of the problem you are trying
to fix. It is important to
treat the cause, not just
manage the symptom

Face up to
decisions

PRIORITISING ACTIONS

should be given to each criteria depending on its

Kill off

we/should
relevance and importance to your project.
different levels we prioritise, to give
of service according
customer need?
Some examples
oftopossible criteria are:

Requires leadership to
drive through

Looking

at the cost/bene
fit balance, could
we/should we
reflect different
levels of
customer need
for transaction
al
processes?


How

Look to
the future

Mappi

ng
the actions you might take
the
as a result of the mapping process, you can begin
to Syste m

doesanalyse
our systemand
prioritise
them.
interact
government
with other
systems or processes
?
we sure
For
each
one,broadly
consider
the relative costs and
we’re
thinking
enough?
How can benefits.
we move
various systems toward linking the
You seamlessl
can do this qualitatively using judgment, or
How can
we remove/reducey?
quantify it by setting
measurable
criteria based on
baton-pas
points, so fewer
s
people need to
briefed?
be
your particular
objectives.
Agree the weighting that
Are

Could

Think about what is driving
the need for change.

PRIORITISING ACTIONS

Can

Can

LEVERS
FOR IDENTIFYING
CONTENT
CHECKLISTACTIONS

Possible Criteria

High

Customer
Experience
Mapping

done so far
sis you have
gap
Use the analymom ents of truth,
ts,
greatest
(touchpoin
where the
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analysis)
lies.
short,
need for action you can do in the
t what
ss
Think abou
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longe
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might help
4
on
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Secti
page 76 in
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about the
n plan,
think
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an
Then
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norm
using the
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and specific
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 Be clear
limits again
time
ities
Put
nsibil

respo
ess will
n specific
 Assig
and how progr
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 Indic
be measured terms of what you
tic in
rame.
 Be realis
staff
what timef
expect in
need to carry n
sight of the
Never lose to establish wider buy-i
with you and
n.
organisatio
across the

LEVERS FOR IDENTIFYING ACTIONS
When you are considering the actions you might take, it’s useful to think about the different
‘levers’ that are available to you, as shown below

should we focus
on?
the key
we control, and cost drivers, which can
how
costs using these? might we reduce
might we save
money by shifting
channel mix?
the
How can
we best deal with
the most
expensive customers
?
How

Financial cost (one-off and ongoing)
Time cost
cost

can we ensure

enough to accommodthe system is flexible
Costate likely
 future
People
changes?

Test fit with
other initiatives

How

do we become
Other resource
aware ofmacrotrends and their
impact on our Level of risk
customers?
can we be sure
that we’re in line
with them?
 Better customer

How



Benefit





experience
Improved outcomes
Reduced waste
Enhanced staff morale
Reduction in avoidable contact

Once you have undertaken the analysis, you can
plot the results using the ‘Prioritising Actions’ tool on
the right. This is a relatively simple tool but can
really help guide your thinking. A quantified tool for
prioritisation in included in the online toolbox.
When thinking about actions,
remember the importance of
stakeholder commitment. You
need the support of stakeholders
to make things happen!

Marketing
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y
PRIORITY is absolutely central tog and
then put awa
IDENTIFY
interestin
ific actions
rience.

Quick wins
Low priority

No barriers .

Low

High
Benefit

Measuring
the Experience
In particular, focus on the actions that you can take with confidence now that you have quantified
information, for example:
• Making a business case and selling an initiative to stakeholders
• Identifying the points in a system where you should focus effort and resource

“The power is in the
story telling. We’re
bringing in comms
people to tell the story
– we’re working as a
team”

• Making decisions about priority groups
• Deciding where and how to develop new channels.
The prioritisation grid (page 76) can help at this point.
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EVALUATING RESULTS
When planning your actions you should have included how you will
measure success.
As before, you can refer back to the earlier sections of this guide for ideas on
evaluating results, such as benchmarking (page 74) and using metrics (page 77).

EVALUATING RES
ULTS
At the start of the
journey mappin
g process, in the
actions was to ensure
set up phase, one
that you set clear,
of the
at which you need
to go back to these measurable objectives. This is
against those
the point
and test how well
you are perform
ing
Make a judgment
about
carry out an evaluatio the best time to
n of the actions
you have taken.
You
long enough to take need to give them
effect before doing
this
Your ability to carry
out
evaluation will depend a quantified
on the informati
you collected at
the mapping stage. on
more metrics you
The
used, the more
effectively you will
be able to analyse
progress made
However, if you
mapped without
using
metrics, you can
still
evaluation process go through an
by using
benchmarking –
see page X in Section
for details
3

Section 5 of this
guide
practical and detailed gives more
information
about how to go
about
the customer experiencquantifying
e

EVALUATING RESU

THINGS YOU CAN

MEASU

RE INCLUDE:
Inside out measure
s:
• Total time taken
to complete the
journey
• Time taken to
complete each step
• Volumes; e.g.
number
number of transactio of customers dealt with per hour,
ns per day
• Costs of completin
g each step
• Amount of rework
required
• Customer satisfacti
on
• Number of complain
ts received
• Cost of handing
complaints
Inside out measure
s:
• Number of steps
• Time taken for
whole journey and
for each step
• Time/effort/cost
required to complete
each step

LTS

up phase, one
process, in the set
of the journey mapping clear, measurable objectives. This
Right at the start
set
how well you are
to ensure that you
to these and test
of the actions was
you need to go back
is the point at which
those.
in our own
performing against
changes
we can compare
organisations.
ways of doing this;
s with other similar
There are two main
we can compare ourselve
service over time or
rking.
This is called benchma
AGAINST
BENCHMARKING
OTHERS
OVER TIME
BENCHMARKING
rk
If you choose to benchmato
best method to use,
In most cases the
need
a direct
against others, you
is directly
because you can make
you are now
identify a service that
own.
comparison to of where
comparable with your
with where you were.
– a good
customer
This may be possible
whether
at
look
can
local
You
, in terms both
example would be
journeys have changed also thoughts,
facing similar
government bodies
and
However,
of the journey steps
along the way.
issues to one another.
–
feelings and emotions
you need to be careful
to ensure that the
to compare a
To do this, you need
obviously it’s hard
on or ask
with a
way you collect informati rking is
wealthy London borough,
one.
rural
questions when benchma exercise.
much poorer
original
consistent with the
ls if it’s
individua
same
You can use the
through more then
a journey they go
for a matched
once; otherwise aim
people.
similar
of
sample
gives more
Section 5 of this guide
about timing –
information
You also need to think
practical and detailed
quantifying
between the two
about how to go about
allow enough time
actions to be
the customer experience
exercises to allow
take effect.
implemented and

Measuring
the Experience
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Mapping
the System

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Having this quantified
study gives you a
perfect benchmark. By
repeating it again at
some point in the
future, you can re-plot
the experience and
look at how people’s
thoughts, feelings and
levels of satisfaction
have changed over
time.
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